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Handmade lighting from Germany
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Imagine a life without screens. Where is this place where true beauty springs from natural light and our creativity awakens in its shadow? Light is more than luminance, it is the fascinating duality of waves and particles – our universal messenger of emotions, who shows us the beauty of existence.
With Robers luminaires, this magic already unfolds in the design of the light source, an artistic synergy of craftsmanship and modern technology. A handcrafted Robers luminaire is more than just a product, it’s an individual – and every detail is shaped by hand.
Here, tradition and timeless design merge to create a unique experience. Every brushstroke, every hammer blow, imbued with the experience and aesthetic standards of our employees, gives the luminaire its uniqueness.
Our luminaires are an invitation to consciously experience the beauty of light. An accent that captures the essence in the interplay of light and shadow. An artistic expression that creates atmosphere, emotion and well-being. We create a lifestyle, a reminder of the magic of light. 
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What our customers say about us.



“Individuell, hohe Qualität und sehr Flexibel…genau nach unserem Geschmack!”




JaapProjektleiter, Efteling



“In unserer Branche ist Robers die beste Adresse für dekorative Beleuchtung.”




Frau PieckProjektleiter, Phantasialand



“Ein einzigartiger Manufakturbetrieb…”
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